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KEY FINDINGS
The majority of articles identiﬁed as discussing the State of
the Climate reports were produced by the two largest media
groups in Australia:
● 47 percent of the articles were published by News Corp
(formerly News Limited)
● 30 percent were published by Nine Publishing (formerly
Fairfax Media).
The general representations of climate change and climate
change science were positive:
● 88 percent of articles across all years accepted climate
change as occurring.
● 89 percent of articles also discussed the science, with
93 percent displaying respect for the science.
The types of voices present in these articles were generally
consistent across the years:
● 98 percent of articles included scientiﬁc organisations,
including the report publishers.
● 62 percent of articles included the voices of scientists.
● 22 percent of articles included politicians.
There were some common narrative themes applied within the
articles (both separately and together):
● 73 percent of articles included climate emergency
narratives
● 57 percent included politicisation narratives—generally
consistent across the years, but slightly lower in 2016.
● 8 percent of articles included active climate change
denialism narratives, with an additional 26 percent
addressing denialism without perpetuating the narrative.
Denialism narratives were typically mildly expressed and
peaked with the 2016 report.
● 35 percent of articles adopted unstoppable global
warming narratives
● 18 percent adopted a failure of planning narrative
● 15 percent applied extreme weather events narratives
● Less than 2 percent used narratives of the triumph of
humanity over nature.
Some of these narratives showed relationships with each
other:
● When climate emergency narratives were absent from
articles, politicisation narratives were also generally
absent. When climate emergency narratives were strong
in articles, politicisation was also typically strong.
● When politicisation was absent, climate change
denialism was usually also absent. In articles that
addressed denialism, politicisation was generally strong.
This includes directly challenging denialism narratives
as attempts to protect vested interests.
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KEY FINDINGS
●

When climate change denialism narratives were strong,
climate emergency narratives were typically absent or
were being targeted by the denialism narratives. Articles
that directly countered denialism were more likely to
include some level of climate emergency narrative.

Narrative styles were very similar across the two largest
publishers of articles (News Corp and Nine Publishing), except
for denialism.
Politicisation narratives:
● 41 and 38 percent were absent of politicisation for
articles from News Corp and Nine Publishing,
respectively
● 25 and 26 percent were strong in politicisation
● 22 and 24 percent were mild
Climate emergency narratives were:
● 44 and 46 percent were mild for articles from News Corp
and Nine Publishing, respectively
● 25 and 24 percent were absent
● 14 percent were moderate for both publishers
● 8 and 16 percent were strong
Denialism narratives were:
● 58 and 72 percent were absent of denialism for articles
from News Corp and Nine Publishing, respectively
● 22 and 20 percent directly challenged this narrative
● 14 percent of News Corp articles included strong
denialism narratives but none of Nine Publishing’s did.
The voices included in these articles showed relationships
with several narratives:
● Scientiﬁc expertise was present most when
politicisation narratives were absent, and least when it
was strong.
● Politician/government voices were present most when
politicisation was strong.
● Non-politician denialist voices were present at very low
levels.
Several narratives also showed relationships (positive and
negative) with the discussion and discrediting of science:
● Higher levels of politicisation were typically associated
with less discussion of the science.
● The discrediting of science was generally associated
with stronger denialism narratives and was absent when
politicisation was absent. Discrediting of science was
never adopted in articles with climate emergency
narratives.
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CLIMATE CHANGE, MEDIA
& POLITICS

Anthropogenic climate change is a significant global issue. Despite the global imperative to
address climate change, the quantity and quality of media attention received by the issue varies
substantially across nations. Whilst the impacts of anthropogenic climate change or ‘global
warming’ may be perceived as universal, the reality is that some areas of the world—most
notably the Global South—will be disproportionately affected by the impacts of climate change.
This disparity underlies contrasts in climate change attention across countries.

Australians’ perceptions of climate change
Whilst many Australians have concern about the threat of climate change, they often do not fully
understand the science behind this peril. Two large scale studies that examined changes in
Australians’ perspectives on climate change both found that the majority of Australians accept
that climate change is happening 1,2. Many Australians also believed that “big-polluting countries,
multinational corporations, and wealthy countries” are the most responsible for climate change 1.
Despite this commonality of thought, “people are inaccurate when predicting the views of other
Australians” 1 and tend to have relatively low levels of climate change literacy 3,4,5. Australians’
attitudinal shifts towards more caution and disengagement over climate change, led Morrison,
Parton and Hine to raise ‘issue fatigue’ as a concerning trend, and to contend that the media
need to shift climate narratives away from ‘educating’ or ‘warning’ the public regarding the threats
of climate change, and instead “motivate households to maintain efforts to mitigate climate
change” 2.

Mediatisation and politicisation of climate change
The media’s role and reach are critical in supporting climate change education and behavioural
response. The relative inaccessibility of peer reviewed research for the general community 6
highlights the need for journalists and media workers to communicate the relatively complex and
inaccessible scientific knowledge of climate change in a manner that is digestible to a general
audience. In addition, the media’s strong presence and high circulation make them highly
influential on issues such as climate change: “media workers and institutions powerfully shape
and negotiate meaning, influencing how citizens make sense of, and value, the world” 6.
Economic interests are a major driving force behind the political tension surrounding climate
change. Australia is highly dependent on fossil fuels and has one of the highest levels of per
capita greenhouse emission. Because of this, “political conflict over climate change policy is very
intense” 7 in Australia.
Australia is known for its highly concentrated media ownership, which is dominated by just two
media conglomerates—News Corp and Nine Publishing (previously Fairfax Media). The
combination of ownership concentration and the overarching politicisation of climate change in
Australia raises the importance of considering the role and approaches of media.

Australian reporting of climate change
The politicisation of climate change in Australian media has strengthened over time. Media
coverage of climate change was relatively slow to emerge in Australia compared to the rest of the
world, with coverage remaining relatively low from the mid 1990s to 2010 8. The strong
connections made in the 2010s media between mentions of climate science and climate change
policy entrenched politicisation of the issue and failed to present peer-reviewed climate science
to the Australian public 9.
“[N]egative coverage of the Gillard government’s carbon policy outweighed positive coverage
across ten Australian newspapers” 9, and the failure of that legislation was blamed on “poor
communication by Gillard’s government [which] almost never linked the renewable initiatives or
the price on carbon pollution to the larger goal of combating the risk of climate change to
everyone in society. Instead the public narrative stayed firmly with the hip-pocket ‘cost’ story that
was so well-entrenched by this time”10).
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Influences outside of climate science often affect the quality and quantity of climate change
media coverage. This includes factors such as ideological stances perpetuated by the neoliberal
market, political statements made by politicians or other prominent public figures, and the
conventional practices of media storytelling. This report explores how climate science itself, in the
form of the State of the Climate reports, is covered by Australian newspaper media, and whether
or not this coverage fits the overarching pattern of politicised climate change reporting.

STATE OF THE CLIMATE
REPORTS

The State of the Climate reports are a series of scientific reports produced by CSIRO and the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology. The first report was released in 2010 and aimed to provide a
snapshot of key “observations and analysis of Australia’s climate and the factors that influence
it”111. As of October 2019, five reports have been released and each is labelled by their year of
release – 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2018. The contents of the report are “sourced from peer
reviewed data” 11 on temperature, rainfall, oceans and atmospheric quality. This research is made
possible due to the extensive resources of the BoM, which include approximately 800
temperature recording sites and 6,000 rain gauges located “across the continent and in remote
Australian territories” 12. These reports are important as they provide the only peer-reviewed
scientific summary of the Australian climate and, therefore, provide authoritative benchmarks for
public interest journalism on climate change.

Global climate changes
The reports cover some global metrics on climate, on temperature, oceans, atmosphere and
cryosphere and links to global climate events and policy events. They show consistent messages
of our changing climate, and present updates that can help readers compare across reports to
see shifts over time. Some key global shifts include:
●

The 2010 report stated that “from 1870 to 2007, the global average sea level rose by
close to 200mm” 11. By 2011, the sea level rise was “210mm above the level in 1880” 13
and by 2012 this figure rose to 225mm 12.

●

In 2009, atmospheric CO2 concentration reached 386 ppm 11. By 2011, atmospheric CO2
concentration reached 390 ppm 13, in 2013 they reached 395 ppm 12 and in 2015 they
rose to 399 ppm 14. By the publication of the 2018 report, the atmospheric concentration
of CO2 exceeded 400 ppm 15.

Changes in the Australian climate
Trends in Australia’s climate that were identified across the reports include changes in
temperature, rainfall, our oceans, and extreme weather events, however the format and
timeframes of statements can make comparisons between report statements somewhat
challenging.
Temperatures in Australia are increasing:
●

The 2010 report indicated that between 1960 and 2009, mean temperatures “increased
by about 0.7°C” 11.

●

The 2014 report then stated that average temperature temperatures had increased by
0.9°C since 1910 12.

●

By the release of the 2016 report this number then increased to 1°C 14.

●

By the publication of the 2018 report this number increased to just over 1°C 15.

While rainfall levels haven’t changed as dramatically or as consistently as temperature, shifts
have nonetheless been observed between reports.
In south-western Australia:
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●

In 2012 it was reported that rainfall decline had been observed “during the winter half of
the year” 13 with the biggest decrease observed between May and July.

●

The 2016 report stated that rainfall for that time of year “has reduced by around 19 per
cent since 1970” 14.

●

This figure rose to “around 20 per cent” 15 by the release of the 2018 report.

STATE OF THE CLIMATE
REPORTS

In south-eastern Australia:
●

The 2012 report included discussion of the back-to-back 2010/2011 La Niña events as
bringing the highest two-year Australian-average rainfall total on record, although rainfall
was below average from April to July 2011, continuing the longer-term drying trend
observed over the winter half of the year for this region 13.

●

The 2014 report listed that rainfall for the April–October growing season from 1996 to
2015 had decreased by around 11 per cent since 1900 12.

●

The 2018 report detailed a similar level of decreased winter rainfall, with the 1999-2018
April to October rainfall having decreased by around 11 percent in comparison with
1900-1998 rainfall for the same months 15.

Sea levels are rising in the oceans surrounding Australia, although the shift has remained
consistent across reports:
●

Along the eastern and southern coasts of Australia, sea levels have been rising at
approximately 1.5 to 3.0 mm per year between 1993 and 2009, consistent with the
global average 11, 12, 14.

●

Oceans around the northern and western coasts have been rising at approximately 7.0
to 11.0 mm per year 11, 13, 14, which is “two to three times the global average” 13.

Sea surface temperatures were reported as exhibiting similar rates of warming across the four
reports:
●

Sea surface temperatures were increasing “faster than the global average” 13 with
temperatures having risen by approximately “0.9°C since 1900” 12.

●

The most apparent increase occurring in the oceans south and west of Australia 12, 14.

●

With these rising temperatures contributing to “longer and more frequent marine
heatwaves” 15 in Australia’s oceans and triggering events such as the 2015-2016 El Niño
event in the Coral Sea 14 and in the Tasman Sea “from September 2015 to May 2016
and from November 2017 to March 2018” 15.

Increasing ocean absorption of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere has increased the acidity of
oceans 12, resulting in increasing incidences of coral bleaching 15.
Extreme weather events are also changing, with consistent messaging across the reports:
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●

In south-eastern Australia, “weather associated with high fire danger has shown a rapid
increase in the late 1990s to early 2000s” 13.

●

Increasing “duration, frequency and intensity” of heatwaves 12 has contributed to a
lengthening fire season 12, 14, 15. It is predicted that by 2050, low levels of greenhouse
gas emissions will see the number of fire-weather days predicted to grow by 10 to 50
percent by 2050 under low greenhouse gas emissions or by 100 to 300 percent under
continuing high levels of greenhouse gas emissions 12.

METHODS
A combination of quantitative content analysis and qualitative discourse analysis were used in
this research. Quantitative analysis involved coding newspaper articles using both open and
axiomatic coding. Open coding involves scrutinising the content and context of newspaper
articles “very closely; line by line, or even word by word” 16 in order to unearth distinct categories
or narratives across articles. Axiomatic coding, or axial coding aims to link these categories by
uncovering “which types of phenomena, contexts, causal and intervening conditions and
consequences are relevant for the domain under study” 17. Both these coding methods were used
so that the prevalence of narratives and categories could be measured—both separately and in
relation to one another. Carvalho’s method of critical discourse analysis was applied to examine
additional contextual factors that put “a stronger emphasis on language and on the relation
between discourse and particular social, political and cultural contexts” 18. Combining these
quantitative and qualitative methods of analysis ensures that hard data is presented alongside
in-depth linguistic and contextual analysis.

Sourcing newspaper articles
The newspaper database Factiva was used to identify Australian newspaper articles associated
with the State of the Climate reports. As illustrated in Table 1, five separate searches were
conducted to account for the different State of the Climate reports. For all reports, the search
term ‘State of the Climate’ was entered, with Source and Region parameters limited to Australia.
The dates of the articles were also limited to 30 days after the release of each report.

Table 1: Factiva search date ranges and results
REPORT

DATE RANGE

UNIQUE ARTICLES

2010

15/3/2010

14/4/2010

21

2012

13/3/2012

12/4/2012

53

2014

3/3/2014

2/4/2014

38

2016

27/10/2016

26/11/2016

22

2018

20/12/2018

19/1/2019

39

TOTAL

166

This analysis does not include articles published in advance of the release of the State of the
Climate reports. There were isolated cases where Australian coverage of the reports were
sourced from overseas parent publications, published in a time zone prior to the Australian
release date, and these were not included.

Narrative coding
In order to analyse how Australian newspaper articles represented the State of the Climate
reports, various narratives were recorded where evident in the articles.
Narrative codes included Denialism, Politicisation, Climate Emergency, Unstoppable Global
Warming, the Triumph of Humanity, the Failure of Planning, Extreme Weather Events, Discredit
of Science and Respect for Science. Table 2 shows the different coding used (Absent, Present,
Weak, Mild, Moderate, Strong, Addressed, Addressed extensively, or Implicit) for each of the
narrative styles listed above, and whether or not the coding was present within the sample (yes
or no).
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Climate change denialism narrative
The narrative of climate change denialism (also referred to in this report as denialism) either
dismisses or explicitly opposes the science behind climate change or the phenomenon of climate
change itself. A climate sceptic or denier is defined as someone who “(a) denies the seriousness
of an environmental problem, (b) dismisses scientific evidence showing the problem, (c)
questions the importance and wisdom of regulatory policies to address them, and (d) considers
environmental protection and progress to be competing goals” 19.

Table 2: Code ratings used for diﬀerent frames and narratives
NARRATIVE

RATINGS APPLIED

CLIMATE CHANGE DENIALISM

Absent, Weak, Mild, Moderate, Strong, Addressed, Addressed extensively

CLIMATE EMERGENCY

Absent, Weak, Mild, Moderate, Strong, Addressed, Addressed extensively

POLITICISATION

Absent, Weak, Mild, Moderate, Strong, Addressed, Addressed extensively

UNSTOPPABLE GLOBAL WARMING

Absent, Present

TRIUMPH OF HUMANITY

Absent, Present

EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS

Absent, Present

FAILURE OF PLANNING

Absent, Present, Strong

DISCREDIT OF SCIENCE

Absent, Weak, Mild, Moderate, Strong, Addressed, Addressed extensively, Implicit

RESPECT FOR SCIENCE

Absent, Weak, Mild, Moderate, Strong, Implicit

Politicisation narrative
Politicisation refers to the input of politicians and politics in certain issues and then the manner in
which issues get framed into a side issue, for example, left versus right or ‘us’ versus ‘them’. The
issues of climate change and climate science are considered to be highly politicised, with many
politicians and governing bodies with vested interests associated with both topics.
Climate emergency narrative
In the context of climate change and climate science, climate emergency narratives are those
that either imply catastrophe to urge readers to take immediate action or strongly imply that
citizens or government bodies are not currently doing enough to mitigate climate change.
Unstoppable global warming narrative
As the name suggests, the narrative of ‘unstoppable global warming’ implies that increasing
extreme weather and linear processes of global heating are beyond human control. This narrative
is often used when covering extreme weather but doesn’t necessarily point to human forcings of
climate change.
Triumph of humanity narrative
The ‘triumph of humanity’ narrative suggests that ‘humanity’ or the ‘human spirit’ is able to
overcome or even conquer the ‘destructive’ forces of nature. Similar to the unstoppable global
warming narrative, the triumph of humanity narrative is sometimes used when covering extreme
weather events—for example, when a community bands together to rebuild after a natural
disaster. In the context of climate science and the State of the Climate reports, the triumph of
humanity narrative may be used to praise the actions of people, including, but not limited to,
politicians and activists.
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Failure of planning narrative: Generally speaking, the ‘failure of planning’ narrative is targeted
to those in positions of prominence, such as government officials, disaster response teams and
public figures. This narrative often criticised these officials for being unprepared for either climate
events or climate change itself.
Discredit or respect for science narrative: As the State of the Climate reports are scientific
reports, newspaper articles that mentioned or addressed these reports were coded for their
stance towards the content in the reports and climate science in general.
Extreme weather events narrative: Extreme weather events are natural climate related events
that result in some form of destruction. These include floods, fires or major storms. Newspaper
articles that were deemed to have extreme weather events present were ones that made
reference to specific events, such as the Black Saturday bushfires. Therefore, articles that only
mentioned the possibility of more frequent extreme weather events without including any specific
events were not included as having extreme weather events present.

Other coding
Additional coding addressed the stance taken on climate change, inclusion of science, the voices
cited, and a range of meta-information about the articles.
Positive and negative presentations of climate change: Coding was also done on the positive
and negative presentations of climate change. Articles labelled as Climate Change Positive
accepted climate change as an issue and a reality. Articles labelled as Climate Change Negative
rejected the issue and reality of climate change. However these labels were not mutually
exclusive, with some articles labelled as both positive and negative and some as neither positive
nor negative. Articles that were both Climate change positive and climate change negative were
generally those that addressed ‘both sides’ of the issue (for more information on such false
balance in the media, see Holmes 2013). Articles that were neither climate change positive or
climate change negative were generally those that did not elaborate on climate change beyond
basic facts or only mentioned climate change as background for another issue.
Inclusion of science: The presence or absence of discussion of climate science itself was also
coded.
Voices present: The presence of any experts or individuals treated as authoritative within the
articles, such as scientists or politicians, was also noted.
Basic meta-information: Finally, basic meta-information was coded, including article authorship,
ownership and State of the Climate report year.
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AUTHORS AND OWNERS
A total of 99 authors wrote newspaper articles in relation to the State of the Climate reports.
Table 3 displays the number of authors and the most prolific authors of articles written in
reference to each report. Overall, the most prolific authors include Peter Hannam (7 articles),
Andrew Bolt (4 articles), Sean Ford (4 articles) and Jake Sturmer (4 articles).

Table 3: Most proliﬁc authors of the State of the Climate reports
REPORT

NO. OF AUTHORS

MOST PROLIFIC AUTHOR

2010

12

Nick Leys (3 articles)

2012

21

Sean Ford (4 articles)

2014

23

Peter Hannam (3 articles)

2016

15

Andrew Bolt (3 articles)

2018

22

Sharon O’Keeffe (3 articles)

Overall

99

Peter Hannam (7 articles)

In the current Australian newspaper market, News Corp and Nine Publishing had the highest
levels of ownership of articles, with News Corp producing 78 articles (47 percent) and Nine
Publishing presenting 50 articles (30 percent) as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Ownership of articles referring to the State of the Climate reports

In terms of the individual State of the Climate reports, News Corp and Nine Publishing were the
only media organisations that published articles in association with the first ever State of the
Climate report in 2010, with the majority of articles (76 percent) associated with that report
published under the ownership of News Corp. More organisations began publishing articles
mentioning the State of the Climate reports for subsequent releases (2012, 2014, 2016 and
2018).
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FRAMING & SCIENCE
Positive and negative framing of climate change
Figure 2 illustrates the overwhelming majority of newspaper articles were climate change positive
(88 percent across all years) and very few articles were climate change negative (13 percent
across all years). This finding was consistent across the various State of the Climate reports, with
the 2018 report showing the most positive (98 percent) and least negative (3 percent) framing.

Figure 2: Positively and negatively framed articles

CLIMATE CHANGE POSITIVE

CLIMATE CHANGE NEGATIVE

Inclusion of science
Whether or not the science of climate change was discussed was also examined. As
demonstrated in Figure 3, the majority of newspaper articles (89 percent across all years)
discussed the science. This was relatively consistent across all years. This is an important
inclusion in light of the relatively low literacy skills of the general public discussed earlier,
although the current research did not include analysis of the accessibility of the studied articles’
presentations of the science.

Figure 3: Discussion of science in articles referencing the State of the Climate reports
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VOICES CITED
Experts and voices present within newspaper articles included scientific organisations (e.g.,
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology), scientists, politicians or government workers, community
leaders, disaster response workers, intergovernmental organisations (IGOs), non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and non-politician climate sceptics such as Andrew Bolt. In general,
scientific expertise (as organisations or individuals) was prioritised, and non-politician denialists
were given limited voice (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Proportion of articles referencing each category of voice across reports

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

Scientiﬁc organisations
An overwhelming majority (162 out of 166) of articles included the expertise of scientific
organisations as might be expected due to the State of the Climate reports being published by
two such organisations. Most of these articles included the expertise of the CSIRO and the
Bureau of Meteorology as publishers of the reports.

Scientists
Most newspaper articles (103 out of 166) also included the quotes and expertise of scientists.
However, the proportions between articles associated with individual reports varied greatly, with
all 2016 report articles citing scientists but just under half of the 2012 articles referencing
scientists.
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VOICES CITED
Politicians/government workers
Some newspaper articles (36 out of 166) included quotes or opinions from politicians or
government workers. The proportion of articles with these voices was relatively consistent across
reports, varying from a low of 15 percent of articles in 2012 to a peak of 32 percent of articles in
2016.

Community leaders
Very few articles (8 out of 166) included the expertise of community leaders. These leaders
included “former Australian of the Year and long-time climate campaigner Tim Flannery” 20,
“Climate Institute deputy chief executive Erwin Jackson” 21, “Friends of the Earth spokesman
Drew Hutton” 22, “WWF spokesman Gilly Llewellyn” 22, “Victorian Farmers Federation grains
group president Brett Hosking” 23, “director of environmental health at NSW Health” 24 Richard
Broome, “Farmers for Climate Action chief executive Verity Morgan-Schmidt” 25 and local
environmental advocates.

Disaster response personnel
Only one out of the 166 articles included the opinion of disaster response workers. This was
found in one of the articles addressing the 2016 report and this disaster response worker was the
“Cairns and Hinterland Hospital and Health Service acting disaster co-ordinator Andrew
D’Addona” 26.

Intergovernmental and Non-governmental Organisations
A small proportion of articles included the expertise of intergovernmental organisations and
non-governmental organisations. Some of these organisations included the World Meteorological
Organisation, the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the Climate Commission, and
the Australian Conservation Foundation.

Non-politician climate denialists
A small proportion of articles included the opinion of climate denialists who were not politicians or
community leaders. These denialists included Lord Christopher Monckton and Andrew Bolt. This
number was relatively lower than expected as it did not include politicians who are known for
expressing denialist views. Additionally, some articles were authored by known climate denialists
such as Andrew Bolt. The content of these articles did not quote the authors themselves, so
these articles were not coded as presenting (i.e., quoting) climate denialists. For a clearer view of
climate change denialism in the analysed articles, please refer to sections discussing the
narrative of climate change denialism.

Most prominent individual experts
The most cited expert was Karl Braganza, the Bureau of Meteorology manager of climate
monitoring, whose expertise appeared in 33 articles overall (see Table 13). Most of the prominent
experts in newspaper coverage associated with the State of the Climate reports held leadership
positions in either the CSIRO or the Bureau of Meteorology. Tony Abbott and Malcolm Turnbull
were the most cited politicians throughout the reports, with their voices appearing in five articles
each.
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NARRATIVES
Of the nine different narrative styles analysed in this study across all the State of the Climate
reports, the majority (93.4 percent) of newspaper articles displayed a respect for science (refer to
Figure 5), with most of these articles strong in their respect. By contrast, only 8.5 percent of
newspaper articles displayed discredit of science. For the narratives of climate emergency,
politicisation and denialism, most articles included climate emergency narratives (72.9 percent),
over half (57.2 percent) included politicisation and very few (only 7.8 percent) included direct
climate change denialism narratives. An additional 25.9 percent of articles addressed denialism
without perpetuating the narrative. Other narratives included unstoppable global warming (34.9
percent of articles), failure of planning (17.5 percent), extreme weather events (15.1 percent),
and triumph of humanity (1.8 percent).

Figure 5: Overall presence of narratives in studied articles across all report years

There were some differences in narrative use across the years, however, as illustrated in Figure
5. While respect for science remained relatively consistent across the years, discredit of science
has shown an overall reduction over time. Climate emergency and denialism narratives show
similar trends to that found in studies of the general public’s attitudes to climate change. The
peak in climate emergency narratives in 2016 is followed by a slight drop off with the 2018 report,
which correlates with trends of ‘issue fatigue’ 2 seen in the Australian public. Denialism narratives
decreased dramatically over the years to relatively low levels that match the general acceptance 2
of climate change by the public. Politicisation remained relatively high across the years, matching
political controversy trends found in the US, which also has an economy that is heavily based on
fossil fuels 27, 28. The increasing Australian experience of extreme weather events due to climate
change may link with the recent increase in narratives relating to unstoppable global warming,
extreme weather events and failure of planning, and the low to no use of triumph of humanity
narratives across the years.
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NARRATIVES
Figure 5: Presence of narratives in studied articles for each report year

2012

2010

2014

2016

2018

Denialism
Denialism was generally absent (110 out of 166) throughout the newspaper articles that
mentioned the State of the Climate reports as illustrated in Table 4. Denialism was only present
in 13 out of the 166 articles, with 11 of those articles featuring strong denialism. The remaining 43
articles addressed denialism without perpetuating the narrative itself and nine of those articles
addressed denialism extensively.

Table 4: Denialism in newspaper articles referencing the State of the Climate reports
DENIALISM

16

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

8

29

25

18

30

110

Addressed

8

15

3

0

8

34

Addressed extensively

3

3

2

0

1

9

Mild

0

1

0

1

0

2

Strong

2

5

1

3

0

11

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

NARRATIVES
Slight variations are evident, however, in the incidence of denialism narratives in articles across
the different State of the Climate reports. For the 2010 report, more articles addressed denialism
(11 out of 21) than those that did not include denialism at all (8 out of 21). In comparison, none of
the newspaper articles referencing the 2018 report include denialism narratives.
Whilst a large majority of articles referencing the State of the Climate reports did not include the
narrative of denialism, the articles that included these narratives varied in their execution. These
framing strategies often centred around the science of the reports, frequently with the aim of
instilling scientific uncertainty over report findings, although other strategies questioned the
urgency or severity of climate change or argued against climate change and its associated
science.
Scientific uncertainty about climate change presented itself in various ways in denialism
narratives. In newspaper articles associated with the earlier State of the Climate reports, general
statements were expressed, such as “more research is needed before we commit to trying to
change the unknown” 29. Some articles dismissed climate change on the basis of a lack of
knowledge on how climate change actually occurred. For example, one article stated that the
author believed that there was a lack of correlation between the prospect of rising temperatures
and the effects of increasing carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere 30. Some denialist
narratives did not dismiss climate science itself, but instead diminished or denied the perceived
urgency of anthropogenic climate change. In one of Bolt’s articles, he criticised the State of the
Climate reports by suggesting that “climate changes all the time” 31 and used historic climate
phenomena such as the Ice Age to illustrate his case.
Statements alleging that “the scientific community is divided over climate change” also attempt to
invalidate the assumed “scientific consensus” on climate change 32. Many articles with denialist
narratives alluded to Dr. Richard Lindzen and his controversial paper, which suggested that “the
climate may not be as sensitive to our gases as many first thought” 31. ‘Climategate’ was also
mentioned—a controversy “in which university emails suggested data had been manipulated to
strengthen the case for climate change” 33—to suggest fabrication of global warming in an
attempt to invoke public mistrust in climate science.
The State of the Climate reports themselves were also the target of denialist narratives. These
narratives questioned the reliability of the reports, with accusations of data being ‘cherry-picked’.
Andrew Bolt’s articles directly target the CSIRO and the State of the Climate reports, using
adjectives like “shoddy”, “dirty” and “dud” 34 to describe the content of these reports. In the time
between the release of the 2010 and 2012 reports, the climate was somewhat cooler due to La
Niña weather events, a weather pattern that typically results in cooler and wetter weather in
Australia. This was a reality that contrasted with the general warming predictions made by
climate scientists. The oscillation between warmer and cooler weather events are relatively
unfamiliar to a general audience, therefore this spell of cool weather was used to discredit the
reality of climate change, as demonstrated by this statement written by Brian Hatch: “There is no
such evidence [of climate change], only conjecture and ‘modelling’. Warmists are becoming more
strident as their ideology collapses around them” 35. The use of narrative strategies attempting to
invoke scientific uncertainty aim to give readers the impression that “global warming is not a
crisis” 32.
Narratives with blatant denialism tended to be written in an opinionated and relatively informal
prose. For example, known climate sceptic and journalist Andrew Bolt responded to the first State
of the Climate report with a sarcastic, “Phew. That’s put me in my place. Or so you’d think from
the uncritical coverage this propaganda got from the ABC, Age and even the Herald Sun” 31.
Another article was titled “Climate reports utter rubbish” 36. These examples represent a complete
dismissal of climate science.
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A number of articles featuring denialism used the term ‘warmist’ to refer to those who stated a
belief in climate change. An article by Terry McCrann refers to these people as “warmist
alarmists” 37 whilst one of Bolt’s articles contains the subheading “Warmists’ scare campaign” 38.
The usage of this term was mocked by Lainie Anderson who stated that “Climate change is not a
subject for the faint hearted – heaven forbid I’m branded a ‘warmist’” 39. Therefore, most articles
with Denialist narratives generally displayed either a lack of scientific knowledge or a lack of
respect for climate science.

Politicisation
Overall, 95 out of 166 articles (57.2 percent) relating to the State of the Climate reports included
the narrative of Politicisation (see Table 5). Thirty-eight of these articles were strong in their
politicisation, whilst 16 were moderate, 28 were mild and 13 were weak. Politicisation was not
included at all in 70 articles, or 42.2 percent. Only one article addressed politicisation without
perpetuating the narrative.

Table 5: Politicisation in newspaper articles referencing State of the Climate reports
POLITICISATION

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

9

22

11

13

15

70

Addressed

1

0

0

0

0

1

Weak

4

7

1

1

0

13

Mild

1

7

7

2

11

28

Moderate

2

3

5

4

2

16

Strong

4

14

7

2

11

38

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

Politicisation was presented in a myriad of ways and these narratives included a need to educate
the public on climate science, the debate on climate policy and global issues surrounding climate
change.
Some politicised news articles presented the State of the Climate report as a resource to educate
the public about climate change and its potential impacts. For example, one article stated that the
intent of the reports was to help “convince people the climate is warming and that the pace of
change is worrying” 40. The politicisation narratives of some articles addressed the modern
lifestyles of Australians, including to argue that climate change mitigation will involve “living more
simply and perhaps experiencing a degree of economic restraint” 41, drawing on the theme that
policy needs to reimagine current models of consumption.
Strongly politicised newspaper articles generally put politics and political discourse at the
forefront, with the content of the State of the Climate reports often serving as a secondary source
to complement the primary political narratives. Politicisation discourses in the studied articles
framed the climate change debate around various issues, including the “Rudd government’s
failed attempt to legislate an emissions trading scheme” 33, the dismissal of climate change by
Peter Costello 42, Penny Wong’s decision to hold a “meeting with Australian climate scientists to
hone the government’s message on climate science before the election” 20, the easing of
Melbourne’s water restrictions in 2009-10, the Australian government’s “commitment to cut
emissions by 5 percent by 2020” 43, “a political brawl [over] a Federal Government move to can
the Climate Change Authority” 44, and a drought package offered by the Australian government.
The State of the Climate reports and political debate over climate change and its surrounding
policies were also mentioned as a backdrop to elections, such as the Western Australian State
Election in 2016 45 and the 2019 Australian Federal Election.
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Many politicised narratives also called upon politicians to take constructive action towards climate
change, with one article stating that:
It would be prudent for politicians, public servants and members of the business community to
reduce their risk of exposure and take measures to adapt to our increasingly chaotic climate
system 46.
The perceived lack of political action on climate change was widely discussed, with one article
describing the situation as “farcical” 47. One article stated that “climate change remains a
contentious political issue on both sides of the ideological spectrum so action is unlikely to be
immediate” 48. However, politicians representing ‘both sides’ of the Australian political spectrum
were also criticised by an article which stated that “political arrogance within Labor and blind
stupidity and ignorance within the Liberals, compound our precarious existence” 49. This
politicisation also called into question the intelligence, priority and morality of politicians:
It’s no longer a question of what causes climate change, and what we can do about it – we know
these things. It’s more a question of whether those in power are able to see far enough beyond
the noise and ideological bastardry generated by climate change deniers to make the kind of
decisions needed 50.
Whilst very few articles included direct quotes from politicians about the State of the Climate
reports, the political context of the reports’ release was often mentioned. One article stated that
“the most remarkable thing about last week’s deceptively brief ‘State of the Climate’ report is not
what it had to say shocking though that is but the political context in which it was said” 51. At the
time of release of the 2012 report, the most fervent political issue regarding the climate was
then-Prime Minister Julia Gillard’s plan to enforce a ‘carbon tax’, set to be enforced in the
2012-13 financial year and valued at “a fixed $23-a-tonne pollution price” 52. This issue was
mentioned rather frequently in Politicised articles in 2012, although responses from the journalists
were mixed. One the one hand, Gillard’s plan was praised for initiating accountability to
corporations responsible for large numbers of greenhouse gas emissions 53; however, the plan
was also labelled ‘unfair’ by individuals such as Clive Palmer 54.
While many of the studied articles criticised political leaders, some also held the Australian public
accountable—either directly or implied. For example, Australians were held directly responsible
for voting in “our 3 dud politicians” 55. Responsibility was implied through calling for readers to
“contact your local member [of parliament] and demand the government take a local and global
leadership role to do what it can to avert potential global catastrophe” 56 or urging readers to
directly counter climate deniers “to allow our politicians to take action” 57.
Some narratives of politicisation also shifted the focus overseas. One notable example focused
on “China’s rapid economic development” 58 as a contributor to climate change. Others
mentioned the mitigative strategies that other countries were adopting, including the development
of “waste heat-to-energy converting devices” in Sweden 59. Geographic areas being
disproportionately affected by climate change, such as the low-lying islands of the Pacific, were
also in focus. Global climate conferences, such as the UN Climate Talks, were also mentioned.
In terms of what these international developments meant for Australia, an article published in
Crikey stated that:
Countries and companies around the world are beginning to find smarter, cleaner and healthier
business and economic development. These reports remind us that we need to urgently speed
this up as well as increase our work to minimise the human and economic loss of the
consequences of climate change that are already happening or are unavoidable 60
Activism was included in a small number of politicisation narratives. Such efforts included a
dredging protest 22 and a coal mine protest 61. Other articles used a grassroots approach to
criticise the Australian government’s involvement, or lack of involvement, in the mitigation of
climate change. This included profiling a local resident’s view of climate change 62 or focusing on
the work of a local environmental activist group 63.
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Climate Emergency
Most newspaper articles (121 out of 166, or 72.9 percent) included the narrative of Climate
emergency (see Table 6). Most articles used mild climate emergency (59 out of 121) narratives,
with fewer adopting weak (22 out of 121), moderate (21 out of 121) or strong (19 out of 121)
emergency narratives. Considering the ‘issue fatigue’ evident in the Australian public (Morrison,
Parton & Hine 2018), promoting mild levels of alarm could be considered a strategy that helps
maintain a sense of imperative without increasing audience fatigue.

Table 6: Climate Emergency narratives in the studied articles
CLIMATE EMERGENCY

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

10

18

7

0

5

40

Addressed extensively

0

1

1

3

0

5

Weak

3

11

5

3

0

22

Mild

4

9

12

13

21

59

Moderate

2

4

3

2

10

21

Strong

2

10

3

1

3

19

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

Climate emergency narratives became more common as time passed. In reference to the 2010
State of the Climate report, around half (11 out of 21) of the articles contained climate emergency
narratives; however, by the release of the 2016 report, every newspaper article that referenced
the report either perpetuated or addressed this narrative.
Climate emergency narratives were highly present due to the heavy gravitas associated with the
potential impacts of climate change and the perceived uncertainty of the future of life on Earth.
Many of these articles agreed with the consensus that “climate change is happening and that
impacts that are already being felt will worsen if we fail to curb our spiralling carbon emissions” 42,
thus drawing a “very bleak future” 41 from the State of the Climate reports.
Urging climate action
Many climate emergency narratives addressed “the urgent need to take climate action
immediately” 25. Climate emergency narratives were used with the intention to “convince people
the climate is warming and that the pace of change is worrying” 64. These articles all recognised
the “sombre warnings” 39 conveyed by the State of the Climate reports, suggesting that “climate
change is real, and it’s much more urgent than they realise” 65. Short and linguistically efficient
quotes such as “warning as warming continues even higher” 66 and “the whole climate situation is
moving, and moving quite quickly” 67, incite pace amid a need to act. Most articles promoted the
wider significance of the report findings to the Australian audience, suggesting that “Aussies must
start dealing with [climate change]” 68. Some articles were direct in their tone when implying that
the public had ‘no choice’ but “to accept reality” 69 and take action on climate change. These
framings are in line with Morrison, Parton and Hine’s recommendation for the media to motivate
the public to maintain action momentum under increased ‘issue
fatigue’ 2.
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Environmental and climatic consequences
Both current and future impacts of climate change were illustrated in newspaper articles featuring
climate emergency narratives. Warnings of more extreme weather, “worse droughts and more
extreme flooding rains” 70 accompanied articles referencing the “wildly alarming report” 71. Threats
of “more intense cyclones, heavier rainfall and more severe bushfires in coming years, as
temperatures across the country continue to soar” 72 were also featured. One article title
ominously stated that “It’s gonna get wild” 72, while another posited that Australia’s climate is
already in “extreme territory” 73 and that a “national emergency” 74 is afoot.
The future of the Great Barrier Reef, “one of Australia’s biggest tourist attractions” 71 was also
featured in articles with climate emergency narratives. One article implied that this region had
suffered irreparable damage, stating that “it’s getting hotter and corals have been bleached” 75.
Others warned of an “End in sight for Great Barrier Reef” 76. These statements coincided with
ocean-related findings presented in the State of the Climate reports.
Articles with climate emergency narratives also cautioned against over-optimism in projections
about the longer-term availability of natural resources. In response to claims about Melbourne’s
long-term water supply, The Age stated that “claims to have guaranteed future supply must be
treated with scepticism” 77. A sense of urgency was also reiterated through warnings of “a time
when Australia runs out of natural resources” 39.
Climate emergency narratives articles also used language designed to evoke emotions.
Emotions of loss were evoked in some articles, including the sadness over the potential loss of
coastal areas due to current and projected rising sea levels 78. Articles also cited the
“overwhelming” 79 and “very disturbing” 80 evidence of the speed, impact and cause of climate
change alongside “worrying predictions” 81 for Australians if humanity continues to ignore climate
change 82.
Climate emergency narratives also suggested that the potential consequences of unrestrained
climate change “would be nothing short of a nightmare” 51 and could lead to “potential global
catastrophe” 56. Overall, climate emergency narratives suggested that the State of the Climate
reports “painted a fairly bleak picture for Australia’s natural and built environment” 48.

Unstoppable Global Warming
Most articles (108 out of 166) did not include the unstoppable global warming narrative (see
Table 7). However, the articles referencing the 2014 and 2018 State of the Climate reports had a
relatively larger proportion of articles that perpetuated this narrative than the overall average.
More articles published in response to the 2018 report contained the unstoppable global warming
narrative than those that did not.

Table 7: Unstoppable global warming narratives in the studied articles
UNSTOPPABLE
GLOBAL WARMING

21

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

16

45

19

14

14

108

Present

5

8

12

8

25

58

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

NARRATIVES
This narrative often alluded to the relatively fast pace and perceived irreversibility of
anthropogenic climate change. Unstoppable warming and extreme weather were common
frames within this narrative. Many quotes referenced the continuation of warming records and the
increased frequency or intensity of destructive weather events:
We’ve seen trends, particularly warming trends continuing and we expect those warming trends
to continue 83.
The physical climate is changing, so fast that more and more people, including many children,
can now recognise it 84.
Some narratives highlighted the fact that the current phenomenon of anthropogenic climate
change would continue to occur “even if we stopped carbon emissions tomorrow” 85. These
narratives may give the impression that even if mitigation strategies were widely employed,
dangerous climate change is inevitable.

Triumph of Humanity
Very few articles (3 out of 166) included the triumph of humanity narrative (see Table 8). This
remained relatively consistent across the various State of the Climate reports.

Table 8: Triumph of humanity narratives in the studied articles
TRIUMPH OF
HUMANITY

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

20

51

31

22

39

163

Present

1

2

0

0

0

3

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

Articles that included this narrative generally focused on environmental activism. Some articles
also focused on the Cape Grim weather station, with an article calling it “the premier site in the
world” 86. Because of the somewhat ‘bleak’ content of the State of the Climate reports, a lack of
human celebration in newspaper articles covering these reports was found.

Failure of Planning
The failure of planning narrative was evident in 29 out of 166 articles, with only one of these
articles including a strong failure of planning narrative (see Table 9). For articles relating to the
2010, 2012, 2014 and 2016 reports, the presence of this narrative remained low. However,
almost a third of the articles referencing the 2018 report (12 out of 39) perpetuated the Failure of
Planning narrative.

Table 9: Failure of planning in in the studied articles
FAILURE OF
PLANNING

22

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

18

45

27

20

27

137

Present

2

8

4

2

12

28

Strong

1

0

0

0

0

1

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

NARRATIVES
This narrative was often targeted, either implicitly or explicitly, towards politicians and government
bodies. It was often accompanied by discussion of a lack of tangible environmental or climate
policy. Some examples include:
I just wish people could contemplate what is happening and make contingency plans for a very
tough future in a shrinking world with several billion humans trying desperately to continue
living 49.
The failure is conspicuous at a national level 73.
Perhaps it is the egoism of the political class that can say “if I don’t think it’s important, it’s not
important”, despite the international scientific consensus 42.
Whether it is cavalier ignorance, reckless indifference or subconscious refusal to engage, it’s
been a couple of weeks where the failure to even take a conservative risk management approach
to the climate data is again infuriating, intriguing or downright sad 60.
These quotes suggest that governmental bodies have a responsibility to address important
issues such as climate change. Whilst many articles do not outline the specific changes or
policies that governments could potentially enact effectively, a general call for action and a
criticism of current political action is mentioned.

Extreme Weather Events
A low proportion of articles (25 out of 166) adopted extreme weather events narratives (see Table
10). Similar to the failure of planning narrative, the number of articles referencing extreme
weather events was generally low across the different reports, with the exception of articles
relating to the 2018 report, where almost one third (12 out of 39) of articles mentioned specific
extreme weather events.

Table 10: Extreme weather events in the studied articles
EXTREME WEATHER
EVENT(S)

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

20

49

26

19

27

141

Present

1

4

5

3

12

25

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

Specific events mentioned ranged from a “recent storm that lashed Melbourne” 87 to the “Black
Saturday fires of 2009” 88. Weather events associated with rising temperatures were also
explicitly mentioned; such as the “January 2009 heatwave” 89, which saw a “stretch of 40-plus
days” 39 in Adelaide. Other heat-related events mentioned included “drought across much of the
country” 90 at various points in time, Cyclone Yasi 26 and various bushfires. Bushfires mentioned
include:
●
●
●
●

“1939’s fatal bushfires” 24
Bushfires in the Otways during Christmas 2015 91
“Recent unprecedented Queensland fires” 92
“Hundreds of deadly bushfires raged through the Territory this year” 93

In addition to events directly felt by humans, the studied articles mentioned marine weather
events such as “the back-to-back bleaching of the Great Barrier Reef in 2016 and 2017” 88.
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Extreme weather events occurring outside of Australia were also mentioned. These events
included:
●
●
●
●

“Unprecedented drought in the south-western US and the recent extreme cold snap
over Europe that saw the canals of Venice freeze over” 46
“Record heatwave in Europe in 2003” 89
Polar vertex in North America 43
“The 2010 heatwave and drought in Russia” 85

Respect for Science and Disrespect of Science
Findings regarding the way in which the science was represented are displayed in Tables 11 and
12, which illustrate that most articles (122 out of 166) showed a strong respect for science whilst
very few articles (12 out of 166) showed a strong discredit of science. This observation generally
remained consistent across the different reports.

Table 11: Respect for science in articles referencing the State of the Climate reports
RESPECT FOR SCIENCE

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

2

2

2

3

0

9

Selective

0

2

0

0

0

2

Implicit

2

6

4

1

6

19

Weak

3

4

1

0

0

8

Mild

1

2

0

0

0

3

Moderate

0

2

0

0

1

3

Strong

13

35

24

18

32

122

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

Table 12: Discredit of science in articles referencing the State of the Climate reports
DISCREDIT OF SCIENCE

24

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

OVERALL

Absent

15

36

28

18

34

131

Addressed

4

8

2

0

5

19

Addressed extensively

0

1

0

0

0

1

Implicit

0

1

0

0

0

1

Mild

0

1

0

1

0

2

Strong

2

6

1

3

0

12

TOTAL

21

53

31

22

39

166

INTERSECTION OF
NARRATIVES

Politicisation and denisalism narratives
While denialism occurred in relatively few articles across the studied years, it did have some
interesting relationships with politicisation. When Politicisation was absent, denialism was also
almost always absent. Many articles address denialism to some extent and in those articles,
politicisation was typically strong, which may relate to themes such as calling out vested interests
that have perpetuated denialism in Australia (see examples of these below). Strong denialism
was most often associated with moderate levels of politicisation.
Some examples of the vested interests claimed in these articles include that “sceptics are still
being funded to deny the growing evidence for global warming” 94 and that, as economic growth
can be linked with environmental degradation, those who were interested in monetary gains were
more likely to publicly deny the existence of climate change 95. On the other hand, companies
looking to profit off sustainable energy solutions were also featured 59.
Following the Global Financial Crisis, concerns surrounding economic stability are still at the
forefront of politics. Some assert that “mining has been Australia’s saviour in tough economic
times” 39 and that the “cost of the carbon price to the economy would be $30 billion” 21, thus
underpinning Australia’s general denial and reluctance to enforce strict climate policy. This “price
on carbon” 96 was a particularly contentious and divisive topic across articles. Following Julia
Gillard’s run as Prime Minister, the subsequent government dissolved the ‘carbon tax’ initiative
and made cuts to the established government-supported climate organisations. A number of
articles were critical of those actions, and of the discourse of politicians including Tony Abbott,
Malcolm Turnbull and Angus Taylor.

Politicisation and climate emergency narratives
While politicisation and climate emergency narratives were both present at all levels across the
studied articles, there was some correlation between the two. When climate emergency
narratives were absent from articles, politicisation was most often also absent. When climate
emergency narratives were strong in articles, politicisation was also typically strong.
This intersection was often due to heavy emphasis on the actions of both politicians and the
general public within the climate emergency narrative. Quotes exemplifying this framing include:
Whatever decisions are made (or not made) now, in our lifetime, they are going to have
extraordinarily far-reaching and irreversible consequences for future generations. The fact is we
live at a time of overwhelming responsibility to the planet and our species. Are we up to it? 50
These reports remind us that we need to urgently speed this up as well as increase our work to
minimise the human and economic loss from the consequences of climate change that are
already happening or are unavoidable 60
Another article which used climate emergency narratives as a means to incite action stated that:
“The task in Australia is enormous. We have to not only turn things around, but start pulling those
emissions right down” 96. This sentiment was carried by an article published in the Townsville
Bulletin, which reiterated the “dangerous trajectory of human-induced climate change” 46 and the
subsequent responsibility of humans to stop this phenomenon: “We broke the climate, we should
help other species survive it” 55.

Climate emergency and denisalism narratives
Climate emergency and denialism narratives were somewhat related. When denialism was
strong in articles, climate emergency narratives were typically absent or were part of the target of
the denialism narratives. Articles that directly addressed denialism (without perpetuating it) were
more likely to include some level of climate emergency narrative.
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The presence of certain narratives and framing of climate change within the studied articles
coincided with specific patterns of some of the other article characteristics such as ownership,
discredit of science, and discussion of the science. This section examines these
interrelationships.

Ownership and denialism narratives
Most newspaper articles did not feature denialism. As evidenced by Figure 6, only three owners
published articles that included strong denialist narratives: News Corp (8 of their 59 articles),
Australian Community Media (2 of their 7 articles), and APN News and Media (1 of their 10
articles). Denialism was absent from all the articles of four owners: HT Media, McPherson Media
Group, RWE Australian Business News, and The Australian Securities Exchange.
For the two largest publishers (News Corp and Nine Publishing), denialism narratives were most
commonly absent (58 and 72 percent, respectively), then directly addressed (22 and 20 percent),
however of these two, only News Corp included strong denialism narratives (14 percent of their
articles).

Figure 6: Ownership and the Denialism in studied articles

Absent
Addressed
Widely discussed

Mild
Strong

Ownership and Politicisation narratives
A slight majority of articles included politicised narratives. As Figure 7 illustrates, only two owners
published articles that were not politicised at all. However, these two owners, HT Media and
McPherson Media Group, only published 3 articles combined. When comparing articles from the
two dominant media conglomerates, News Corp and Nine Publishing, they each yielded similar
proportions of politicisation as shown in Table 13. A majority of articles published by the
Australian Government were not politicised (10 out of 13 articles, or 76.9 percent)—refer to
Figure 7. The remaining articles that were politicised were either weakly politicised (1 article),
mildly politicised (1 article) or moderately politicised (1 article).
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Figure 7: Ownership and Politicisation in studied articles

Absent
Addressed
Weak

Moderate
Strong

Table 13: Politicisation of articles from Fairfax Media/Nine Publishing & News Corp
POLITICISATION RATINGS

NINE PUBLISHING

NEWS CORP

Absent

38%

42%

Addressed

0%

1%

Mild

22%

24%

Moderate

12%

8%

Strong

26%

24%

Total

100%

100%

Ownership and climate emergency narratives
For media organisations that published more than ten articles relating to the State of the Climate
reports, the differences in their use of climate emergency narratives were relatively small (see
Figure 8). The majority of articles from each of these publishers used these narratives to similar
mild levels, although the ABC showed the least number of articles with these narratives absent (8
percent) and News Corp and Nine Publishing showed the highest number of articles with these
narratives absent (25 and 24 percent, respectively).
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Figure 9: Ownership and Climate Emergency narratives in studied articles

Absent
Addressed extensively
Mild

28

Moderate
Strong

VOICES & NARRATIVES
The voices present in these articles showed relationships with several narratives:
●
The voices of scientists were least often present when politicisation was strong and
most when it was absent. When climate emergency narratives were present, scientists'
voices were also more likely to be present.
●
Politician/government voices were more likely to be absent when denialism was also
absent or when denialism was being called to account. These voices were also more
likely to be present when politicisation narratives were strong, and absent when they
were absent or mild.
●
Non-politician climate change denialist voices were rarely present in these articles
however, when they were present, it was most commonly in articles that called
denialism narratives to account or when politicisation narratives were strong.
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Discredit of science with denialism, politicisation and climate emergency narratives
Fifteen out of 166 articles displayed either an implicit or explicit discredit of science. When
including articles that addressed the discredit of science without displaying that disrespect itself,
that number jumped to 35.
Discredit of science was positively associated with denialism and politicisation, and negatively
related to Climate Emergency narratives (refer to Table 14):
●

Most articles that addressed a discredit of science also addressed the narrative of
denialism (13 out of 19), and most were strongly politicised (14 out of 19). Most of these
articles (16 out of 19) also included climate emergency narratives to varying degrees.

●

Most articles (11 out of 12) that were strong in their discredit of science also contained a
strong narrative of denialism. Most of these articles (8 out of 12) also included
politicisation to varying degrees. However, none of these articles included climate
emergency narratives, although 5 of these addressed this narrative.

Table 14: Discredit of science and denialism, politicisation and climate emergency
DISCREDIT OF SCIENCE
Addressed

Addressed Extensively

Implicit

Mild

Strong

Absent

0

0

1

1

0

Addressed

13

0

0

0

0

Addressed extensively

6

1

0

0

0

Mild

0

0

0

1

1

Strong

0

0

0

0

11

Absent

0

0

0

1

3

Addressed

0

0

0

0

1

Weak

2

0

0

1

1

Mild

2

1

0

0

2

Moderate

1

0

0

0

4

Strong

14

0

1

0

1

Absent

3

0

0

1

7

Addressed extensively

0

0

0

0

5

Weak

2

1

0

0

0

Mild

6

0

0

1

0

Moderate

2

0

0

0

0

Strong

6

0

1

0

0

DENIALISM

POLITICISATION

CLIMATE EMERGENCY

Science views (discredit/respect) with climate change views (positive/negative)
Table 15 displays the intersections between the discussion of climate change and a discredit or
respect for science. Only articles that displayed either a discredit or respect for science were
tabulated here, regardless of strength. Unsurprisingly, most articles that displayed a respect for
science were climate change positive and most articles that displayed a discredit of science were
climate change negative. Those that displayed neither a positive nor negative view of climate
change more often showed respect for the science than discrediting it.
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INTERSECTIONS WITH
SCIENCE

Table 15: Discredit or Respect for Science and Negative/Positive framing
CLIMATE CHANGE VIEW

DISCREDIT OF SCIENCE

RESPECT FOR SCIENCE

Climate Change Positive

2

144

Climate Change Negative

9

2

Neither Positive Nor Negative

4

10

Discussion of science
The Discussion of the science of climate change in the studied articles showed a somewhat
inverse relationship with politicisation narratives, whereby stronger politicisation was associated
with less discussion of science. While the science was discussed in articles both with and without
politicisation (refer to Table 16), 45 percent of articles that discussed the science had no
politicisation in comparison with 20 percent that had strong politicisation. Of the articles that had
no discussion of science, 56 percent were heavily politicised while 22 percent had no
politicisation.

Table 16: Discussion of Science and Politicisation narratives
DISCUSSION OF SCIENCE
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POLITICISATION

Yes

No

Absent

45%

22%

Mild

26%

17%

Moderate

10%

6%

Strong

19%

56%

CONCLUSION
Anthropogenic climate change is projected to continue into the 21st century and the
environmental impacts of anthropogenic climate change are well documented by the State of the
Climate reports. Climate change policy has been at the forefront of climate change media
coverage, with political protests happening across the globe. However, global discourse on
climate science continues to pale in comparison to discourses on climate politics.
In this report, the newspaper coverage of the State of the Climate reports was examined. These
reports provide a comprehensive, peer-reviewed, scientific assessment of the Australian climate,
with details ranging from the temperature, the health of oceans, atmosphere and extreme
weather events. By understanding how scientific reports such as the State of the Climate reports
are covered by the media, issues and vested interests behind climate politicisation and denialism
may be uncovered. Therefore, through the analysis of the mediation of hard scientific data, the
present research contributes to the field of climate change communication by focusing on how
climate science is being represented to the Australian public.
Quantitative analysis of State of the Climate report coverage in the Australian newspaper
landscape found that media attention for these reports was low. Qualitative analysis identified
that most of this coverage is fact-based, as many articles included key results from the reports.
However, some articles either expanded on these findings or used the content of the reports to
contribute to the framing of issues ranging from climate policy to farming. Over half of the articles
included politicisation, which often manifested in the form of educating the public for behaviour
change or climate policy debates. In general, politicisation and political debate was often
associated with a lack of concrete climate action. Politicisation tended to reduce the discussion of
climate change science and while denialism was relatively limited, when it did occur, it was most
often in politicised form with discussion of vested interests.
The limited denialism evident in the studied articles supports previous studies’ findings that
Australians generally accept that climate change is happening, while the recently tempered trend
of increasing climate emergency narratives over the years supports previous suggestions of
Australians’ climate change ‘issue fatigue’. Very few, if any, of this suite of articles proffer potential
solutions to solving climate change, and future research should consider how the media more
generally contribute to such problem-solving. Analyses could also consider the messaging and
roles of internet-based and social media (including the division of paywalled and open access
news). In addition, other types of scientific reports such as those of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change offer important newsworthy opportunities for stimulating climate change
conversations and could also be researched to identify any differences in media responses
between national and internationally authored science.
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